
Reduce patient 
readmissions 

As the Healthcare industry looks to keep up an aging population and shift to 

a preventative-care paradigm, our data services help providers perform 

serve patients efficiently and effectively.

Optimize hospital 
administration 

Meet increasing 
patient demand 

Use Case 3

Talk to Patients 1:1 With Virtual Nursing Assistants

11%
of Readmissions

The rate of preventable 
readmission stemming 
from non-adherence to 
treatment regiments.

Entity Tagging 

Train your virtual nurse to identify and 
act upon designated keywords. 

Speech Transcription

Build the foundation for voice 
capabilities with speech-to-text 
transcription.

Outline your requirements and let our team handle text collection and 
annotation to build the foundations of a virtual nursing assistant.

24/7 
Access

$20 
Billion saved 

With AI enhanced virtual 
assistants available anytime, 
anyplace, providers can 
proactively ensure patients get 
their questions answered and 
follow treatment regiments. 

By automating routine 
interactions and freeing up nurses 
to handle complex inquiries , 
healthcare providers could save 
$20 billion per year by 2026.

Variant Collection w/Correction

Teach your bot to understand the myriad 
of nuances in how different people might 
express the same idea or intent. 

+20%

Smarter AI For 
Smarter Healthcare 
Use Cases

Use Case 1

Keep pace with patient demand

50,000 - 
100,000 
Physicians 

The projected physician 
shortage in the US by 2030. 

Image Annotation 

Categorize different images by 
Specified metadata.

Image Tagging w/Correction

Collect image annotations, confirm 
objects/images have been accurately tagged 
and source necessary corrections.

Train models on high-quality image data to help your clinicians work more 
efficiently and effectively.

62% 
Faster 

$3 Billion 
Saved 

All the way back in 2011 , a pilot 
model successfully matched 
lung nodules from separate 
image scans 62% faster than a 
panel of radiologists.

Experts say that fusing clinician 
capabilities with ML-powered 
diagnosis could save healthcare 
providers $3 billion-per-year
by 2026. 

Use Case 2

Slash administrative costs

$40 
billion/year 

The average spent on 
administration compliance 
in US hospitals.

Entity Tagging

Train models to extract key elements of 
documents and text. 

Audio Transcription

Teach models turn real-life speech into 
highly accurate transcriptions.

Use NLP and Speech data to build models that eliminate administrative 
redundancy.

1/5
Of time back 

$18 Billion
Saved 

With tools able to digitize forms 
an order tests/prescriptions, 
doctors and nurses get back the 
20%-50% of the day they spend 
performing administrative tasks. 

Automating administrative 
duties could slash annual 
administrative spending in half 
by 2026. 

Speech Collection  

Collect variant expressions of identical 
intents within a clinical setting. 


